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Solar-Powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (SUAV) are electrically powered, autonomous aircraft, 
equipped with solar modules on the surface of the wings and high-capacity lithium batteries. 
Through the collected solar energy, the battery can be fully recharged every day while flying, which 
allows for potentially ‘unlimited’ flight times, often termed ‘sustainable flight’. The benefit of such 
systems is the capability of performing long-term missions and thus allowing the coverage of large 
areas, which is useful for applications like search and rescue missions, wildfire detection or 
meteorological observations. The drawback however is extremely low airspeed and the fragility of 
the airframe as well as the dependency on solar radiation. This makes a thorough mission-
preplanning under consideration of meteorological aspects indispensable. 

Solar-Powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (SUAV) 
The principal of sustainable flight: Surplus 
energy, collected during the day, is stored in 
lithium batteries and used at night to keep 
the aircraft airborne. On summer days with 
low cloud coverage, the collected total daily 
energy exceeds the required energy for level 
flight by over 50%, which allows sustainable 
flight even under cloudy conditions. The 
surplus energy is highly depending on the 
time of the year, which limits sustainable 
flight to a time window of approximately 
April to September while observing critical 
safety margins. 

AtlantikSolar is a project from the Autonomous Systems Lab 
at ETH Zurich, which aims at developing a SUAV platform 
and push the performance to its limits in order to 
demonstrate the potential of such systems. A 5.6m-
wingspan aircraft has been designed and integrated and 
several flight tests were conducted, including a 12 hours 
non-stop battery-powered flight and autonomous waypoint 
following. The ultimate goal of the project is to demonstrate 
the multi-day flight capability by performing the first-ever 
crossing of the Atlantic Ocean with a solar-powered 
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle in summer 2015.  

(1) Ambühl J. : 2014, Sailing the virtual Bol d’Or, Scientific Report MeteoSwiss, 98, 44 p. 
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AtlantikSolar UAV – Technical Overview 

Wingspan 5.6m 

Mass ~6.9kg 

Flight endurance Capable of multi-day continuous flight (14h without sunlight) 

Flight speed 30-75 km/h 

Structure Lightweight carbon fibre & kevlar structure 

Power Generation 1.4m² m-Si solar panels (up to 280W at 23.5% efficiency) 

Energy Storage 2.9kg Li-Ion batteries (720Wh) 

Flight Control Autonomous control system (Pixhawk Autopilot by ETHZ) with  
GPS-Navigation 

Payload Digital camera with live-image transmission; optional sensor pod 
with optical/infrared camera  (e.g. for environment reconstruction). 

Solar-powered Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are extremely prone to environmental conditions 
due to their low airspeed, fragility and the need for solar radiation. Mission pre-planning with 
respect to meteorological forecast data is therefore an indispensable requirement for safe 
operation. Environmental threats like precipitation, severe wind and thunderstorms must be 
avoided and sufficient solar radiation must be guaranteed. The goal of this Master thesis is to 
automate this planning process by implementing a meteorological trajectory planning and 
analysis software for SUAVs (METPASS). The requirements are optimization of path and 
departure time, analysis of historical data to investigate the feasibility of the Atlantic 
crossing, and in-flight observation and path correction during running missions. For all these 
tasks, meteorological data is obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecasts (ECMWF), either as forecast or as historical data.  

Using Dynamic Programming for the Path Optimization 

Results 

The basic path optimization algorithm(1) is based on Dynamic Programming (DP) applied to a 
3-dimensional grid, connecting the departure and arrival point. The DP algorithm guarantees 
that every connection within the grid is only calculated once, by storing each result and using 
is for the next calculation step. The principle is shown on an example where the goal is to find 
the shortest path from Bell Island (CA) to Lisbon (P). In the meteorological path optimization, 
the goal is not to find the shortest, but the safest path. To quantify the required safety, a cost 
function is introduced, which is considered instead of the distance, to find the optimal path. 
This cost function incorporates energetic variables like power consumption, battery State of 
Charge (SoC) and incoming solar power, the flight time and environmental threats like 
precipitation, wind and thunderstorms. The sensitivity is adjusted in a refinement process to 
make sure that every component has the desired impact. A system model is required to 
simulate the performance of the aircraft, depending on meteorological forecast data. The 
forecast data is therefore used twice; to update the system model and to calculate the cost 
for the cost function. 

Dynamic Programming example: The 
total distance from the departure 
node to the current node 𝑑𝑖,𝑗  is 

calculated as the sum of the a priori 
known distance di−1,n  and the 

additionally travelled distance ∆i−1,n
i,j

 . 

The minimum is stored and can be 
used for the calculation of the 
following slice. Through this 
procedure, a decision tree is built up, 
which finally reaches the arrival node. 
In the real application, instead of the 
distance, the total cost, as defined by 
a cost function, is minimized. 
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Path optimization scheme: In a first step, 
the decision grid is generated according to 
the given departure and arrival 
coordinates and the initial conditions are 
defined. Then the evaluation of the system 
model and the cost function is conducted, 
based on the meteorological forecast data. 
The decision tree is build up from which 
the optimal route and the iso cost lines 
can be extracted. 
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Intensive testing of the optimization software METPASS based on historical 
meteorological data shows that secure and fast routes can be found in most situations. 
Flight times can be reduced by up to 50% by exploiting suitable wind conditions. There 
are however some weather conditions, in which a safe flight cannot be guaranteed. 
METPASS therefore helps the user to decide whether a mission can be conducted and to 
find the optimal path and departure time. Simulations based on historical data from the 
years 2012 and 2013 also showed that an Atlantic crossing with a battery state of charge 
margin of 15% is feasible for a time window from May to August. Also in-flight 
recalculations can be conducted and the resulting path corrections can be sent to an 
airborne aircraft via satellite uplink. These results are the foundation for the 
meteorological mission planning and observation for the Atlantic-crossing mission 
scheduled for summer 2015. 

System model: The incoming solar power is 
calculated based on meteorological data. The 
power consumption of motor and electronics 
is estimated based on measurements from test 
flights, depending on the airspeed of the 
aircraft. The battery SoC is then updated 
according to the resulting power balance. The 
flight planner simulates the autonomous 
behavior of the autopilot, which chooses the 
airspeed according to SoC and wind conditions. 
Through flight kinematics, the groundspeed is 
determined and the position on the map is 
updated. 

Path optimization example (July 12, 2012): The optimized path meets all requirements as defined by the cost 
function. The flight time can be reduced from 110h in no-wind conditions to 52h. The altitude is chosen according 
to the wind fields and power saving strategies. Areas with low cloud coverage and therefore high solar radiation 
are preferred.  (Purple: Iso cost lines) 


